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Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Messages; using Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk; using Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Client; using
Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Query; using Microsoft.Xrm.Sdk.Ribbon.Components; using System; namespace
Microsoft.Crm.Sdk.Samples { public class GetOpportunityLineItemToDataSetFromRibbon : RibbonApp
{ public override void Run(string sessionId) { #region Conceptual Sample Code // In this scenario,
the user has a Form Type active, but no record selected. // This scenario demonstrates how to
retrieve the appropriate DataSet from the Form Type ribbon. using (CrmServiceClient service =
SampleHelpers.Connect("Connect")) { // Retrieve the current Form Type from the persistent service.
FormType currentFormType = (FormType)service.Retrieve(FormType.EntityLogicalName, 1); // Get
the ribbon defined for the Form Type. Ribbon currentRibbon = service.RetrieveR
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Moto Mods: An upgrade path for all Motorola devices - matthewbauer ====== tn13 If anything, I
think this will make more Moto phones than made sense as a _phone_. There are plenty of phones
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which would benefit from camera flash etc. adapters/chargers. My original Moto G had a battery life
of 5 hours. But since then I have two newer phones which have better battery lives. However, they
are much bulkier than my original Motorola. ~~~ ryanglasgow Could you expand on why your
battery life is better with a newer phone? Do they just have better battery tech, or is there a
significant difference in their software? ~~~ tn13 I think battery life improved because better
batteries and better software management. Software was more efficient. ~~~ monokrome Your
battery life has probably improved because it's not being forced to use the camera as much. But I
don't believe Moto Mods are to blame for the battery life. ------ rdslw Everbody is not happy. //
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